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Several quantum states of the F2 center in KC1 crystal have been calculated
by a new assumption. The relation between the Fe center and the M absorption
bands in KC1 crystal is discussed. The results of the present work give the
preference of attributing the M absorption bands to the Fp center.

1.

INTRODUCTION

present paper, the interaction between electrons and phonon field is taken
It Nintotheaccount
under the assumption that the vacant centers are regarded as point
charges immersed in a continuum dielectric medium with an effective dielectric
constant. Therefore, the interactions of the phonons with the electrons and the
trap centers exist regardless of electron position. This idea can be explained as
following:
There is no electron-phonon interaction when the electron is in the region of
the vacancy, since ion cannot follow the motion of electron. The electron-phonon
interaction occurrs only when the electron is moving outside of the vacancies.
So far as we know, the ratio of the electron moving inside of the vacancy to
outside of the vancancy is inversely proportional to the state of the electron, i. e.
the higher the electron state, the smaller the ratio. In addition, the dielectric
constant I/E* appears only when the electron-phonon interaction is introduced.
Therefore, the dielectric l/~* can be used as an effective constant which is
different from state to state and can be calculated from the known energy values
below the bottom of the conduction band of each state of the F center.
In the calculation of the energy states of the 3’: and Fz centers, the electron
part wave functions are taken to be a linear combination of hydrogen like wave
function which are also used in F center. Owing to this fact, l/e* can be
considered as a characteristic of a given state wave function.
2. THE DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT BY F CENTER

The presently accepted picture of the F center is .the lattice defect model in
which an electron is trapped by a negative ion vacancy. Both theoretical calculations and experimental facts tend to conclude that the F absorption band arises
from the ls-2fi transition of the trapped electron. The experimental values of
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energy below the bottom of the conduction band of the Is and 2P states of the
F center are -2.5 ev. and -0.2 ev., respectively.(‘) We can use these two values
to calculate the effective dielectric constants for the Is and 2p’s wave functions
under our present assumption.
Following the work of S. F. Wang (2*3) , the Hamiltonian of the Fcenter under
our present assumption is
2
H=-p- fCfiwka:ak +C ( Vkake ik*i+ Vgage--ik*r)
k
2??Z
k
e2
-C(vkak+V,*a:)-k
Em7.

(1)

Here we neglect the zero point energy F (1/2hwk), since we shall use the energy
below the bottom of the conduction band of F center to calculate the effective
dielectric constant l/c*. And after an integration, the zero point energy becomes
a constant. containing no variational parameter which can be regarded as the
conduction band energy. The physical meaning of all the symbols are the same
as interpreted in references 2 and 3.
Using the canonical transformation

V,”

Ak=fZk---,

Hz -++FAWkAk*Ak-~~(AkT/
p2
‘k eik’r +C.
2m

tiwk

Eq. (1) is simplified as

c.) -!”
Es7

(2)

Then following the methods introduced in references 2 and 3, but with
f(K) =[l -vg At] IO> and pk=$ I y(r) ( 2eik*rd37
k

and taking the 1s hydrogen-like wave function
. ql,(r) = (+)1.2g-@r

as the ground state trial function of the F center, we get the effective Hamiltonian
H

,p2+ e2
sff

2m

&*

1

(e-2d,_a7e-2ar)

7

+La
16

e2 -.@

E**z

(3)

The 1s state energy of the F center is
(4)

Es. (4) gives E, as a function of parameter a, and as a-0, E1,-+O. It shows that
the zero energy is at the bottom of the conduction band.
Next we use
?&j=(+‘.‘?- f?OBr cos 8
( 1 ) R. K Swank and F. C. Brown, Phys. Rew. Letters 8, 10 (1962)
( 2 ) S. F. Wang, Phys. Rev. 132, 573 (1963r
( 3 ) S. F. Wang, Chin. J. Phys. 2, 6 (1964)
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as the trial wave function for the 2.p state of the F center, and use Eq. (3) as
the effective Hamiltonian for this state because we consider the optical transition.
We get
(5)
Using the variational method to minimize the energies of Eqs. (4) and (5) and
then substituting all known values into them, we get
(6)
(l/E*)I$=0.059,
(7)
(l/E*)ep=0.149.
and
We have applied the present assumption to calculate two most low lying
states of Fa’ center. The results are listed in table 1. We find that the values
obtained by this new assumption agree with other methods very well.
3. THE TRANSITION ENERGIES OF THE F2 CENTER
Under the same assumption the Hamiltonian of the F2 center is written as:
H=&+;;+$+~+~+ Z-F (Vkdkeik’rl. + c. c.)
fw~1a
00
m
b7-12
+C(Vkakeik*rla+c. c.) +A+se2 + C ( VkaRea*r2a + c. c.)
k

Eccr2o

+ c ( VkakeikarZb
k

e

r

e

r12, rtn, rib, rZa, 126,

+ c. c.)

(8)

C.),

k

h

k

+ c. c.) + c liwkafak-s ( Vkakeik’Ra
k
k

-)3(vkakeik’Rb+C.

w

Ed-26

R’,,

Rb are respectively the distances between the

electrons, 1st electron and a-center, 1st electron and b-center, 2nd electron and
a-center, 2nd electron and b-center and the position vectors of a-center and b-center.
With the help of the canonical transformation Ak=ak -E(e-ik.Rn-_e-ik*Ra),
Eq. (8) can be simplified to the form
H=d+P:+L+ee+C&wkA$Ak
2m 2m
E,b
b+'-12
k
e2
-

-

- -&+~(v,&a'r~+C. c.)

Ed-M

e2-

-

EJ2a

- e2 - +~(vkAkeik’r~+c. c.).
Esy2b

(10)

k

To the first order perturbation, the one phonon wave function was obtained as
follows:

f(K) =[l-~:1io>.
The ground state trial wave function of the FZ center is chosen to be
$&,

r2) =@,h)m-2),

.

(11)
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where

d,(r) = r&F)(Uu(r) -f-%(r)) and U(T) =(L)“2e-dr_
n
g
A, is the interlapped integral.
Using the total phonon wave function D=ITJ(K), the effective Hamiltonian for
the system of I72 center is
I&==<@, H @>

+2_ (l+il,)2(jyg+aAgl
4
E*

+-2-L
l+d, &*?-I=

-2e' + ___
-2e2
+ ___
E*Tlo
E*T2b

(e-2aQa + ap-lne-2~W7) + ~ ___ (emzaQb + ay2be-2dr9b).
If A, &*?-2b
(12)

Using Eq. (11) as the ground state trial wave function, we get the ground state
energy
Eg =<+g, He&g>
h2a2
2 -[l+
=(l+nb-$a262)e-(Lb]+-e~l+A, 2m
+
(2~1,+8r,,+4~,,+2~,,)
-4r
e2 2(liA ) Ia+$-(~b+a2b2)e-ub++_[l-(l+~b)e-2~b]}+-$,
g

(13)

where III= s ~~(1)~,~(2)&-~ d3r2
r12
r,2=Ju:rl)~~~u,(2)ua(2)d3r,ds~2
1
I,2=Ju,(l)ua(l)~~.(2)zlb(2)dsr,d’r ,,

r1a= Jz4:

(1) -Lb” (2)d3?-,d3r,.
r12

functions of the other three lowest excited states, say, A, B, C,
are chosen as follow:
State, A (or 1s u 2p u)
The trial wave

+A (YI, r2) =-j$=[@g(r~)OA (r.2) +~,(r2)~_4(rl)],
where

(14)

4s (r) =,,2r1+ [z&(r) +@b(r)]; u(r) =(a3)1’2e-a’*
?t
g
~n(r)=,,2(11_dA)[Xo(r)-Zb(r)]; z(r)=($)12e-r’*

State B (or ls02p T)
?‘B(YI, r22) ---&[~,bi)dB(pe) +tigb-2)$drJl,

,,

,,

(15)
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where

”(‘)
tiB(r)= ,j2(&Ai)[Y
-

YANG

+yb(r)l; y(r)=(+)1”r e

Ir sin ~9 .cos F.

State C (or lso4fo)

+cb-I, f-2) =

(16)

where

All of the above three excited state wave functions are symmetry. They are all
orthogonal to the ground state, trial wave function. Since we consider the optical
transition, Eq. (12) has been used as the effective Hamiltonian of the above three
states. In a similar way, we can evaluate the energy of each state. Each energy
state contains t&o variational parameters. But in real calculation both parameters
are changed in a similar way, i. e. we regard as if every state has only one
parameter. There are several integrals which: connot be evaluated explicitly.
Those integrals can be found from the tables of references 4 and 5. One more
concept which we have used in the calculation should be emphasized here, that
is, we consider the optical transition. The transition is so quick that at the
moment of transition the phonon field is unchanged. Therefore, we use the same
dielectric constant as used in its ground state for the terms which become
constant after treating by phonon function.
The energy for the states described above are computed by variation principle
for KC1 crystal with b=4.44 A. The caIculated transition energies for various
transitions of the Fz’ and Fz. centers, and experimental values of the Mx, A&, MS ’
and Mb bands in KC1 are listed in the following table.
.Table 1

F*

(lsu)~-(lsu)(2p6)

1.49

1.62

1.62

FP

(lsu)*-(ls~)(2pz)

2.21

2.01

-

FZ

(lsu)*-(lsu)(4fu)

2.32

-

/
/

F+'

lsu-2pu

0.73

0.66

0.93

F-i-=

IS a-2p z

2.64

-

-

(5)
(6)
(7)
(6)

Mz 2 . 2 7
Ms 2 . 5 2

i

(4)

Mr 1 . 5 5

M, 1 . 9 6

/
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As shown in table- 1, the Ml, MC and MS bands can be attributed to the trans i t i o n s o f (Is u)“- (Is u) (215 u), (IS 0)~_(1s U) (Z&r) and (1s u) 2- (1s u) (4fu) of F2
center, respectively. But from the, results of the present work, it seems ‘to be
difficult to attribute the M band to a proper allowable transition of the F2 center,
since the (ls~)~- (Iso) (2p7c) is the second lowest allowable transition. Experiments
show that the iI& and iI& bands are closely connected with the M center, though
their origin are still unknow. Recently, S. F. Wang(‘) pointed out a possibility to
attribute the A& and iI& bands to the 3’2 center itself, provided that a transition
between the singlet group and the- triplet group is allowed. Hewever, we may
also consider the possibility to attribute the iI4 band to the impure F2 center, i. e.
the center which is consisted of an impure atom associated with an F2 center.
Of course, this suggestion still requires a more’ detailed investigation. _
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